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On June 7, 2022, at 2328 hours, Ohio Bureau of Criminal Investigation (BCI) Special Agent
David Wieging (SA Wieging) and Franklin County Sheriff's Office Sergeant Brian Toth (Detective
Toth), interviewed Jordan Jenkins in the presence of her maternal great grandmother, Terri
Davis (Davis) in an interview room at the Franklin County Sheriff's Office located at 410 S. High
Street, Columbus, Ohio, 43215. The purpose of the interview with Jenkins was to obtain all
relevant information regarding the activities that occurred on this date at 2280 Stelzer Road,
Columbus, Ohio, 43219.

This report only summarizes the information deemed by the author of the most relevance to
the investigation and does not purport to contain all questions and answers from the interview.
Further, this report was placed in a chronology to aid the reader's overall understanding of the

information obtained during the interview and may not be reflective of the actual sequencing
of questions. It is suggested that the full recording be reviewed to clarify any content or
contextual questions regarding the information from the interview.

SA Wieging read Jenkins her Miranda rights and obtained her signature on the Miranda waiver,
which is attached to this report.

Jenkins is 14-years old and lives with Davis. Jenkins related she was at a birthday party for
the daughter (DeAsia) of her Mom's (DeAnna) friend. Jenkins received permission from her
mom to go with DeZire whose nickname is Bubbles, Deangelo and Pozz to the store. Jenkins
said her Mom gave her (Jenkins) her wallet, which contained credit cards and money. Jenkins
related they were supposed to go to Speedway because her mom wanted a slushy, but they
instead went to Sunoco on Stelzer and Agler Roads. Jenkins mentioned that she did not go
inside because her mom did not want anything from there.

According to Jenkins, Deangelo was driving the vehicle and Pozz was in the front passenger
seat. Jenkins stated she was seated in the passenger side back seat and DeZire was seated
next to her in the driver side back seat. When they arrived at Sunoco, Pozz was the only one
that entered the mini mart. Once Pozz returned to the vehicle and they began backing up,
Jenkins said undercover police surrounded the vehicle. She stated they told Pozz to put his
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hands up, but Pozz ran in the direction of Stelzer Road. Pozz turned around near Boost Mobile,
and according to Jenkins, Pozz was going to shoot back. At this moment that's when they shot
Pozz. She mentioned the front window of the vehicle was down and her window was slightly
open. Jenkins said she could hear the officers. Jenkins did not hear Pozz say anything and
did not know why Pozz ran. When asked if the officers gave Pozz commands, Jenkins stated
the officers said "He got a gun, get down, or something like that."

Next, the police told her, DeZire and Deangelo to get out of the vehicle with their hands up.
Once they were out of the vehicle, they were told to lay on the ground and put their hands

behind their back and were handcuffed.

Jenkins stated Pozz had a gun, which was black, that was in his front pocket. Jenkins believed
the people in the store probably thought Pozz was going to rob them because he was wearing
a black ski mask and had a gun in his pocket. Jenkins said the police shot first and Pozz tried
to return fire, but he got shot and fell to the ground. Jenkins shared after the shooting the
police were pulling Pozz's clothes off trying to help him. Additional police began to arrive and
she was ultimately placed in the back seat of a police cruiser as was DeZire and Deangelo.

Jenkins recalled hearing a few shots, but does not know how many shots were fired. She put
her hands over her ears and got down in the vehicle.

Smith shared with investigators that she received a call after everything had transpired and
arrived in the area. She was subsequently escorted by a police officer to the cruiser Jenkins
was seated in. Smith stated she (Jenkins) was still emotional and hysterical, but wasn't injured
and did not need to be transported to the hospital.

Jenkins told investigators that everything happened so quickly.

At the conclusion of SA Wieging's questions for Jenkins, Detective Toth questioned Jenkins
relative to a homicide last week whereby Pozz was the suspect.

The investigators' interview with Jenkins ended at approximately 0003 hours on Wednesday,
June 8, 2022.

A copy of the audio-recorded interview with Jenkins is attached to this report.

Attachments:Attachments:

Attachment # 01: Jordan Jenkins Miranda Waiver 6.7.2022
Attachment # 02: 2022-06-07 Audio Interview with Jordan Jenkins
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